Global Vision Technologies to Present
FAMCare 5 at the Alliance for Children and
Families Conference in St. Louis
October 09, 2015
Global Vision Technologies, Inc., (GVT) a business in St. Louis, MO, is set to present FAMCare-5,
streamlined, affordable case management software for social workers at the upcoming Alliance for
Children and Families Conference in St. Louis next week. This is the latest version of the already
popular software package FAMCare. The company wants to enable more not-for-profit organizations
to use the best quality software available.
GVT's George Ritacco says, "FAMCare-5 is a smaller, 5 user license system. It is a fully streamlined
version of our enterprise software, designed for smaller organizations. This also makes it more
affordable and therefore accessible for the non-profit sector."
The Alliance for Children and Families Conference is scheduled to take place from October 14 –
October 16. Global Vision Technologies will have the opportunity to present how the system works
and what its benefits are. Because it is completely streamlined and flexible, it is very easy to follow.
Global Vision Technologies has also revealed that they will have special incentives and discounts for
conference attendees only. It is not clear what these discounts will be at present. However, all those
who purchase the nonprofit software are backed by a full 30 day money back guarantee.
"Our system includes 20 easy to follow training modules," adds Ritacco. "Furthermore, the system is
designed to allow new forms, apps and modules to be included as and when needs arise. We have
also included a monthly subscription option for those who simply want to test the system or who have
other budget constraints."
The software has been designed to help solve caseload management constraints, overcome data
security risks, better manage data workflow and focus on outcome management. A FAMCare Tour
representative explains exactly what objectives the system can achieve. This includes incorporating a
'growth path' for smaller agencies and allowing larger agencies to test the power of the system
without having to make a large commitment.
The system creates a consolidated view of each child, integrating information from different sources.
This allows for easy performance tracking and scheduling. Furthermore, it includes various analysis
and reporting tools. Finally, it has full mobile access.
For more information, conference attendees are encouraged to stop by the GVT booth.
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